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WOLF RIVER BOAT LAUNCH
ACCESS STUDY
IMPROVING ACCESS TO THE WOLF RIVER
S U M M A RY
The Wolf River is considered by many people to be one of West Tennessee’s hidden gems and was
designated as an American Heritage River by Presidential Proclamation in 1997. The Wolf River originates in
northern Mississippi at Baker’s Pond within the Holly Springs National Forest and flows northwesterly into
Tennessee and across Fayette and Shelby County before its confluence with the Mississippi River just north of
Mud Island. This great river supports a tremendous eco-system of forested and non-forested wetlands, and a
riparian buffer which helps to protect the Memphis sands aquifer, from which Memphis acquires its drinking
water. The rural sections of the Wolf River in Fayette County are un-channelized and represent some of the
most pristine bottomland hardwood river sections in the Southeast. The Ghost River section from LaGrange to
Moscow is so named because the channel of the river seems to disappear into a wide swamp of bald cypress,
water tupelo, and Virginia sweetspire shrubs. Rescued with the help of the Wolf River Conservancy in 1995,
the Ghost River section is very popular with paddlers and nature enthusiasts.
Along its course, the Wolf River flows through the communities of LaGrange, Moscow, Rossville, Piperton,
Collierville, Germantown and Memphis, touching a population of approximately one million people. Demand
for access to the Wolf River has steadily increased over the last decade as a result of the effort of the Wolf
River Conservancy as well as an increased interest in recreational boating. According to 2010 information
from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA), canoeing and kayaking are two of the fastest
growing segments of recreational boating in Tennessee. The Wolf River Conservancy has seen a steady
increase in demand for urban canoe trips along the Wolf River, as most of their monthly canoe trips are full
with a waiting list. Improving access to the river will not only allow for more individuals to enjoy the River, but
do so in a safe, easy and welcoming environment.
This report is the culmination of a 9-month long study that provides the following information gained through
public involvement meetings, questionnaires, field surveys and collaboration among the partners.






Inventory of Existing Launch Sites
Development of a List of Potential Launch Sites for Additional Access
Assessment of Conditions at Existing and Proposed Launch Sites
Examination of Property Ownership at Existing and Potential Launch Sites
Detailed Recommendations for Future Improvements and Development of Launch Sites

It is anticipated that the projects that arise from this report will help to promote increased use and enjoyment
of the Wolf River and provide convenient opportunities for people to participate in outdoor recreational
activities. The anticipated projects will also enhance the overall connectivity of green spaces and trail
networks in Shelby and Fayette Counties.
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PURPOSE AND NEED
The purpose of this assessment was to provide a comprehensive review of man-powered boat access to the
Wolf River across Shelby and Fayette Counties. The goal of this study was to better understand and take
inventory of public demand and desires, existing infrastructure, physical and psychological barriers, as well as
hazards and safety, in order to facilitate the conceptual design and development of new boat launches along
the urban Wolf River. These new launches should be designed in a manner that will help to increase access
and use, enhance connectivity within communities and with other existing or planned outdoor recreational
infrastructure—all while improving safety on the river and reducing illegal activities. While many plans or
sketches for individual launches have been completed in the past, this study will provide the first
comprehensive review and analysis for accessing the Wolf River as a whole.
This study is driven by the fact that access to a majority of the Wolf River is extremely limited and poor.
Many residents of Shelby and Fayette County enjoy outdoor water activities such as canoeing, kayaking,
rafting and paddle boarding and look for places in close proximity to their primary residence. As such, the
Wolf River is increasingly being used by these outdoor enthusiasts; however, access to the majority of the
river is poor and primarily consists of small dirt trails with steep embankments, no signage or visibility, and
little connectivity to outdoor activities as a whole. Steep embankments can prove to be deceptively dangerous
or fatal when entering or exiting the water, even for an experienced paddler. Little visibility from major
roadways can result in unsafe or illegal activities such as dumping or vandalism. This study seeks to develop a
well thought out master plan that contemplates these issues for all existing and new launches along the Wolf
River.
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STUDY AREA
The Study Area primarily focuses on access to the Wolf River throughout Shelby and Fayette Counties in
Western Tennessee. These two counties have a population of roughly 1,000,000 people according to the
2010 census. The maps shown below as Figure 1 & 2 depict the primary study area for this project. This study
area encompasses 25 road crossings and approximately 75 navigable miles of water. For the purposes of
this project, the Study Area was primarily limited to the main channel of the Wolf River.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
The study was heavily dependent on public involvement in order to collect information from outdoor
enthusiasts who have collectively spent thousands of hours on the Wolf River. The main public involvement
meeting was held on January 15, 2014, at the Main Branch of the Memphis Public Library. Postcards and
fliers were placed in local shops and emailed to Wolf River Conservancy members, Bluff City Canoe Club
members, and distributed via friends. A copy of the postcard is shown as Figure 3.

Figure 3
Approximately 80 people attended the meeting and participated through a variety of avenues. An initial
PowerPoint presentation was given to explain the scope, purpose and need of the project. In addition, the
presentation covered the variety of activities that were set up for participation that evening. Participants
were directed to three separate stations for participation and were encouraged to perform the tasks at each
station. Large maps of the Wolf River through Shelby and Fayette County (Figure 4) were hung on the wall
and participants were encouraged to draw and write on the maps to indicate dangerous situations, current
access locations, and preferences for future access. This enabled the comments to be captured in a
rudimentary live Geographical Information System (GIS) format.

Figure 4
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The comments on the maps were photographed for documentation and are included in Appendix A. An
example of the comments can be seen below in Figure 5.

Figure 5
At another station, large posters of eleven different amenities to be considered at access locations were hung
on the wall. Participants were asked to choose only three site amenities that they would prefer to see at
existing or proposed launches. Participants were given three dots to affix to the posters to indicate their
preferences. Some of the examples of the amenity posters are shown below as Figure 6. The posters were
photographed for documentation and the voting preferences were tallied.

Figure 6
At a third station, participants were asked to fill out a survey that included basic demographic information
and questions pertaining to their paddling skill level, preferred section to canoe/ kayak/ paddle board,
distance they traveled to paddle and so on. The survey was also available online from January 15, 2014,
through the end of August 2014. During this time, 189 responses were collected. There was a link to the
survey from the Wolf River Conservancy website as shown in Figure 7. A copy of the public participation
survey hosted online and the one distributed at community engagement events along with the results are
attached in Appendix B.
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Figure 7
Additional public involvement meetings were held in different locations throughout the study area. A summary
of the date and meeting location is shown below. These meetings were not as heavily attended as the kickoff
meeting at the Central Library, but the participants still provided quality feedback for the project team.

Meeting Date
April 10, 2014
April 23, 2014
April 25, 2014
April 26, 2014
May 4, 2014
June 4, 2014

Meeting Location
ArkWings Conference Center
(Frayser)
Collierville Town Chambers
Mid-South Regional Greenprint
(Parks& Greenways Working Group)
ArkWings Conference Center
(WRC/Clean Memphis Event)
First Saturday in the VECA neighborhood
Presentation at Bluff City Canoe Club meeting
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A final public meeting was held at 6:00 pm at Ducks Unlimited on August 28, 2014 to show the preliminary
plans and explain the process that was undertaken. The meeting was well attended by approximately 40
members of the public including river guides who provided valuable feedback on the process and the
preliminary plans.
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I N V E N T O RY O F E X I S T I N G L A U N C H E S & P O T E N T I A L N E W L A U N C H E S
As part of the study, a complete inventory of the existing launches was conducted as well as any new
potential launch locations. Currently the majority of launches consist of dirt trails that have been created by
avid paddlers and in fact very few improved launches exist on the Wolf River. In order to develop a list of
potential launches, a list of all road crossings over the Wolf River was compiled as vehicle access to a launch
site is usually critical for the transport of watercraft and gear. Limited access highways and interstates were
removed from the list as access from these roadways is dangerous and potentially illegal. Below is the
inventory of existing and potential launch sites. For the purposes of this table a site was classified as having a
put-in / take-out even if it was not improved but appeared to be regularly used and had some form of
vehicle access and or adjacent parking.

MS

FAYETTE
COUNTY

SHELBY COUNTY

Launch
Location

Existing Put-in /
Take-out

Mud Island / MS Greenbelt Park
Mud Island Levee Road
North 2nd Street
Thomas Street
North Watkins Street
North McLean Boulevard
North Hollywood Street
Warford Street
North Highand Street
Jackson Avenue
Old Austin Peay Highway
Kennedy Park (closed)
Covington Pike
Summer Avenue
Walnut Grove Road
Germantown Road
Houston Levee
Collierville -Arlington
Piperton Hwy 196
Rossville Hwy 194
Moscow Hwy 57
Bateman Road
LaGrange / Yager Road

Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Michigan City

Y

Table 1
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DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT
Through the public involvement hearings, review of canoe launch criteria, and conversations with Wolf River
Conservancy Staff as well as members of the Bluff City Canoe Club, a list of criteria was compiled by which
to judge sites for further study. This further study can be broken into two separate parts, a field survey and a
desktop survey. For the field survey portion, an “Existing Conditions” field survey worksheet was created that
incorporated the following categories to help evaluate field conditions of each individual launch site.











Ease of Access from Major Roadway for Vehicles
Ease of Parking
Estimated Number of Parking Spots
Ease and Distance of Portage from Vehicle
Clearly Marked or Identified Put-in / Take-out Location
Ease of Grade to Put-in / Take-out
Erosion around Put-in / Take-out
Is Put-in / Take-out near a dangerous situation?
Existing Amenities
General Thoughts

The desktop survey attempted to look at other criteria considered outside of the pure physical environment of
the launch itself. This desktop survey aimed to look at broader criteria such as connectivity to neighborhoods,
parks, greenways and availability of land. These criteria are shown below.







Adjacent to park or protected lands
Adjacent to greenway (proposed or existing)
Available land (donated or public)
Proximity to existing Wolf River launches
Proximity to residential neighborhood
Does the creation of a launch allow for a logical beginning or end to a trip?

A S S E S S M E N T O F C O N D I T I O N S AT E X I S T I N G & P O T E N T I A L L AU N C H
SITES
An in-depth look at each existing and potential launch site was completed utilizing the developed criteria as
discussed above in order to better determine the launches with the most potential for utilization,
constructability, connectivity to neighborhoods and other recreational infrastructure, and readily available
land. Several launches were filtered out due to the fact that the road crossings were too elevated and the
surrounding land was too low with no practical way to access the river. Other launch sites were eliminated due
to the access roads being located too close to limited access highways or freeways. It should be noted that
each launch site has its own unique challenges and opportunities and therefore it is extremely difficult to
compare one against another. However, a matrix of criteria was established in order to produce
standardization of results.
On May 23rd, 2014, members of the Wolf River Conservancy staff and an Environmental Consultant visited a
majority of the existing and potential launch sites in Shelby County. The results of this and other field surveys
are attached as Appendix C and a summary of each launch site may be found below.
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MUD ISLAND (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The access in this location is located off of the north end of Mud Island’s Mississippi River Greenbelt Park on
the southern side of the River. Current access to the River is difficult in low water conditions as the existing
ramp has been undermined and has eroded away. Low water conditions are typical on the Wolf River in the
summer months when many paddlers are looking to get out on the water, thereby exposing a safety hazard
for the majority of users. One of the dangers of this site is the close proximity to the Mississippi River. The
Mississippi River is extremely powerful and dangerous and novice paddlers that find themselves just 20 yards
downstream of this put-in/take-out can quickly be in a dangerous situation. Clear and highly visible signage
to paddlers floating downstream can help to alleviate this problem. It should be noted that there is a
separate boat launch into the Mississippi River located approximately 1,000 feet to the south that is primarily
for power boat users. That launch should not be considered as a put-in location to access the Wolf River. The
site contains plenty of parking and often times mobile Memphis Police cameras are setup in the parking lot for
security. The visibility of the site is excellent.
Currently,
the
Riverfront
Development
BENEFITS
Corporation manages the 102-acre Mississippi
River Greenbelt Park where the access is
 Connectivity to proposed Wolf River Greenway &
located. It is anticipated that this location will
Mississippi River Trail
be extremely viable for a major put-in/take Serves dual purpose as Greenway Trailhead and
out point.
Canoe Launch
 Parking & security already in place
 Visibility from Mud Island Road
 Close proximity to large residential population
 Serves as terminus or beginning to the Wolf River
CONCERNS
Canoe Trail and allows for a safe put-in/take-out
for those wishing to paddle to or from its confluence
 End of existing ramp is undermined
 Close to Mississippi River
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MUD ISLAND LEVEE ROAD (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The access in this location would potentially be located off of North Mud Island Road and would require
crossing the existing levee. Currently, a dirt trail exists to a scenic overlook of the river. At a minimum, the
access road would need to be graded and improved with gravel or asphalt for approximately 930 feet to
allow access for cars. The overlook is high above the river and would not flood easily. The bank is currently a
sandy steep bank, but could be graded back to allow for easier access to the River. The site has room for
parking, but it would need to be improved and contained in order to prevent unauthorized 4x4 access to the
surrounding area. Visibility to the site from the road is non-existent as it is hidden behind the levee and
existing mature trees. The site might need to be monitored through patrols or a police camera to discourage
loitering and dumping. The general thought is that this site should not be considered for a put-in/take-out if
the existing Mud Island access is improved, due to their close proximity to each other. However, it could be
used for a possible fishing pier or overlook off of the Wolf River Greenway and an alternate location if the
Mud Island access becomes unusable in the future.

CONCERNS






Would require lengthy and extensive
improvements for vehicle and boat access
Low visibility
Close proximity to existing Mud Island access
Would require acquisition of property or
access agreements
A roadway across the levee may not be
possible

BENEFITS






Connectivity to proposed Wolf River
Greenway & Mississippi River Trail
Scenic overlook
Potential fishing pier or picnic area
High ground, not easily flooded
Possible future alternative to Mud Island
access
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N. 2nd STREET (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The proposed access in this location would be located off the western side of North 2nd Street, just north of the
intersection with Mud Island Road. A sewer easement exists alongside the River in this location and provides
good access from the North 2nd Street into the property. Once entering the property, current access down the
hill toward the River is relatively easy along a dirt road. However, getting to the River itself is difficult as the
road ends in a series of wetlands that border the River at this location. An elevated boardwalk would need to
be constructed in order to create access to the edge of the River. Also, there is no space for parking at the
bottom of the road and no clear space for a turn around to allow paddlers to drop off their vessels. If this
were to become a launch site, it is envisioned that parking would need to be at the top of the hill off of North
2nd Street. This would help with increased visibility from the road and reduce the amount of infrastructure
required. However, paddlers would need to portage their vessels approximately 750’ in order to reach the
River’s edge and a boardwalk would need to be constructed. Proposed construction of the Wolf River
Greenway is in close proximity to this site on top of the levee along Mud Island Road. The Mississippi River
Trail is also adjacent to this site along Mud Island Road and North 2nd Street. There is currently no improved
parking or security on this site. On the day of the site visit, the sewer odor was noticeably strong and would
be an issue, as this would definitely discourage paddlers from resting here. The land is owned by the City of
Memphis and might be obtained through a donation
or for relatively low cost.

CONCERNS







Would require construction of boardwalk
Long vessel portage of 750’ from proposed
parking lot
Poor visibility from roadway
Close proximity to existing Mud Island access
Strong sewer odor
Standing water & mosquitos present

BENEFITS



Connectivity to proposed Wolf River
Greenway and Mississippi River Trail
Potential for donation or low acquisition cost
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THOMAS STREET (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The proposed access at this location would be from Levee Road near the intersection with Thomas Street.
During construction of the Thomas Street Bridge, crews graded the slope to allow for truck access from Levee
Road. It is possible that this slope could be re-graded and improved to allow for car access. There appears to
be sufficient room for parking of at least 5 vehicles underneath the bridge. There is little connectivity to
adjacent neighborhoods, as the immediately surrounding area is industrial in nature. However, the proposed
Wolf River Greenway will come through this site. The property is privately owned, so access agreements or
purchase of the land would need to occur. This access point is also relatively close (1.8 mile) to the existing
Mud Island put-in/take-out and overall does not seem like a logical put-in or take-out for paddlers.

CONCERNS








Would require construction of access road and
parking
Poor visibility from roadway
Close proximity to existing Mud Island access
Not a logical put-in or take-out point for
paddlers
Little connectivity to neighborhoods and other
green infrastructure
Would require acquisition of property or
access agreements
Launch would be situated on an outside
meander bend

BENEFITS



Sufficient room for parking underneath the
bridge
Previously graded slope from Levee Road
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N. WATKINS STREET (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Any access off of N. Watkins Street would have to occur on the southern side of the Wolf River due to the
close proximity of Interstate 40 north of the River. Currently, a steep dirt road exists off the exit ramp of
Interstate 40 on the western side of N. Watkins Street. However, it should not be considered for a potential
access point, as it is still within the confines of the deceleration lane of the Interstate and TDOT and FHWA
would not allow this to occur. On the eastern side of N. Watkins north of the River, the acceleration lane for
the Interstate on-ramp begins as soon as the bridge terminates, leaving no room to create an access point
there either. On the southern side of the River, access is also problematic as the bridge is very high and the
surrounding land is mostly wetlands. Creating a road would require permits and could prove to be very
costly. If a road could be built, the space underneath the bridge is suitable for parking, but it would have
very little visibility and might need a security camera to prevent illegal dumping and vandalism. The site does
little for the area immediately south of the River as it is mostly industrial in nature. However, this site could
help to serve the Midtown neighborhoods further to the south and the Frayser neighborhood north of
Interstate 40.

CONCERNS





Would require substantial improvements in
infrastructure and permits to access ground
below bridge
Poor visibility from roadway
Extremely close to I-40 on and off ramps and
high speed traffic

BENEFITS



Connections for Midtown and Frayser
residents
Would provide access between Walnut
Grove and Mud Island launches
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N. McLEAN BLVD. (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Any access from N. McLean Boulevard needs to occur on the southern side of the Wolf River because the
northern bank is not accessible because of the bridge over Interstate 40. Gravel pond operations exist on
either side of McLean south of the River. On both sides of McLean, there appear to be old dirt access roads
that could be improved for vehicle access underneath the bridge. Agreements or property acquisition would
likely be needed for either of these roads to be improved. If a road were built, the space underneath the
bridge would be suitable for parking. However, it would have limited visibility and would need security
cameras to curtail illegal dumping and vandalism. The proposed Wolf River Greenway in this area will be an
on-road spur (with a protected bicycle lane) on N. McLean that would cross the River and terminate at James
Road in Frayser. With the creation of this spur and the existing bike lanes on N. McLean coming up from the
south, this site provides great connectivity for outdoor activities to and from the Frayser and Midtown
neighborhoods. In addition, the staff of ArkWings, a local non-profit (located at McLean Blvd. and James Rd.)
that ministers to at risk inner-city youth, has expressed a deep interest in using and monitoring this site and
even developing a canoe outfitter operation/shuttle service at their facility. A conceptual plan for a launch at
this location was drawn conjunction with the plans for
Phase 5B of the Wolf River Greenway.
BENEFITS


CONCERNS





Would require substantial infrastructure
improvements and permits to access ground
below bridge
Limited visibility from roadway
Would require acquisition of property or
access agreements






Connectivity for N. Memphis, Midtown and
Frayser residents and to Wolf River
Greenway
Provides access point between Walnut
Grove and Mud Island launches; nice float
distance of 4.4 miles to Mud Island
Interest from a local organization to help
maintain the site
Launch would be situated on an inside
meander bend
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N. HOLLYWOOD STREET (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Any access from N. Hollywood Street would occur on the southern side of the Wolf River due to the close
proximity of Interstate 40 north of the River. Currently, a steep dirt road exists off the exit ramp of Interstate
40 on the western side of N. Hollywood Street. However, it should not be considered for a potential access
point as it is still within the confines of the deceleration lane of the Interstate and TDOT and FHWA would not
allow this to occur. On the eastern side of N. Hollywood Street, north of the River, the acceleration lane for
the Interstate on-ramp begins as soon as the bridge terminates, leaving no room to create an access point.
On the southern side of the bridge, access could occur on either side of N. Hollywood Street, as both sides
exhibit similar site conditions. A slight preference should be given to the eastern side because it is further up
the meander bend and might experience less erosional forces over time. Both sites are situated on an outside
meander bend, which is not ideal for a launch. It is envisioned that the parking area would be constructed in
the field adjacent to the bridge rather than under the bridge to help increase visibility. The proposed Wolf
River Greenway comes close to the site but does not actually make it as far north as the River at this site. This
site could help to serve the North Memphis and Midtown neighborhoods to the south and the Frayser
neighborhood north of Interstate 40.

BENEFITS

CONCERNS





Would require acquisition of property or
access agreements
No connectivity to green recreational
infrastructure
Launch would be located on an outside
meander bend
Former landfill on site could impact
redevelopment








Level land for parking and auxiliary structures
Excellent visibility from N. Hollywood Street
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Connectivity for N. Memphis, Midtown and
Frayser residents
Nice float distance to Mud Island Access of 5.6
miles.
Potential for directional signage on Interstate
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WARFORD STREET (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Access from Warford Street would best occur on the southern side of the Wolf River because of the close
proximity of Interstate 40 north of the River. Currently, a steep dirt road exists just off the exit ramp of
Interstate 40 on the western side of Warford Street that leads to the River. However, it should not be
considered for a potential access point as it is still within the confines of the merging lane from the exit ramp
to Warford Street and TDOT and FHWA would not allow this to occur. On the eastern side of Warford Street
north of the River, the acceleration lane for the Interstate on-ramp begins as soon as the bridge terminates,
leaving no room to create an access point. On the southern side of the bridge, access to the River appears to
be difficult on either side of Warford Street as both sides exhibit difficult site conditions. If a site were to be
constructed here, preference should be given to the eastern side as it is currently owned by the City of
Memphis. The proposed Wolf River Greenway comes close to the site, but does not actually make it as far
north as the River at this point. The location of this launch site would be almost exactly halfway between the
potential Summer Avenue access point and the existing Mud Island access point.

CONCERNS







Difficult site conditions
No connectivity to other green
infrastructure
Poor visibility from Warford Street
Less connectivity to Frayser, N. Memphis
and Midtown neighborhoods than McLean
or Hollywood access points
Would potentially require permits and
substantial infrastructure improvements

BENEFITS





City-owned land
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Nice float distance of 6.8 miles to existing Mud
Island access
Nice float distance of 6.7 miles from potential
Summer Avenue launch site
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N. HIGHLAND STREET (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATIONS

DESCRIPTION
Two interesting possibilities for access points exist at N. Highland Street: one south of Interstate 40 and one
north of Interstate 40. The State of Tennessee owns land to the west of Highland Street south of Interstate 40
and north of the Highland Street bridge over the Wolf River. Currently, a steep dirt access road exists to this
property and continues to the River’s edge. There appears to be ample room for parking near the riverbank.
The slope down to the River is not difficult. This site would be located on an outside meander bend and away
from a majority of the shear stresses and erosional forces of the River. Improvements to the access road would
have to be made to accommodate cars. The other potential access point is in a field just north of Interstate 40,
east of Highland Street. This potential point is located on private property, but the property owner has shown
a willingness to work with the Wolf River Conservancy in the past. In fact, the proposed Wolf River Greenway
will run along Highland Street and across this field on an old farm road to the edge of the River. This site
would have great visibility, could accommodate plenty of parking, and would serve as a nice trailhead with
room for a pavilion and benches. It is doubtful that both of these N. Highland Street sites would be
constructed as launches due to their close proximity to one another.

CONCERNS





Would require acquisition of property or
access agreements for one of the sites
Less connectivity to Frayser, Raleigh, N.
Memphis and Midtown neighborhoods
than McLean or Hollywood access points
Requires substantial improvements in
infrastructure to access site

BENEFITS






Connectivity to Wolf River Greenway
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Connectivity to N. Memphis neighborhoods
State owned land at one potential site
One potential site located on an inside meander
bend
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JACKSON AVE/OLD AUSTIN PEAY HWY
(Potential Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATIONS

DESCRIPTION
There are two possibilities for access at Jackson Avenue and Old Austin Peay Highway. Currently, there is a
dirt road on the western side of Jackson Avenue and two dirt roads from Old Austin Peay Highway. These
roads access the Wolf River to the north and to the west and are connected underneath a bridge structure on
Jackson Ave. At this location, Jackson Ave. is an 8-lane, high-speed, limited access roadway with on and off
ramps to Interstate 40 in close proximity to the south. For this reason, access from Jackson should be avoided
because the potential for a dangerous collision is high. Both of these existing roads are only traversable with
a four-wheel drive or high clearance vehicle and would need to be improved with gravel or asphalt. The
access road to the west is approximately 3,000 feet in length from Old Austin Peay Highway to the River’s
edge, running along a utility easement. The access road to the north is about 1,000 feet in length to the
River’s edge. The availability for more visible parking is from the access road to the north and could be
situated between Jackson Avenue and Old Austin Peay Highway. The proposed Wolf River Greenway will
run directly through this area and down the utility easement road to the west. Currently, groups of 4-wheel
drive and ATV enthusiasts use this area on a regular basis and have left these roads in disrepair.

CONCERNS




Would require substantial infrastructure
improvements
Potential for conflict with 4-wheel
drive/ATV riders.
Unsafe traffic conditions with access from
Jackson Ave—high probability of vehicle
collisions

BENEFITS





Connectivity to proposed Wolf River Greenway
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Connectivity to N. Memphis & Raleigh
neighborhoods
Combination of Wolf River Conservancy, State &
County owned land
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COVINGTON PIKE (Potential Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Currently, dirt access roads exist off the northern and southern sides of Covington Pike and connect below the
Covington Pike Bridge. There are many trails in this area, as it is a favorite for 4-wheel drive enthusiasts and
ATV riders. Both of these roads and parking areas would require improvements for automobile access. The
proposed Wolf River Greenway will run through this area between Interstate 40 and the Wolf River. This
area has room for sufficient parking that is highly visible from Covington Pike. The land immediately to the
south of Covington Pike is owned by the City of Memphis and the Wolf River Conservancy. The access down
to the water appears to be moderate in nature, but would require infrastructure to allow paddlers to access
the site in a safe manner. Due to the close proximity of this site (1.3 miles) to the potential Summer Avenue
site, it is highly unlikely that both would be constructed at this time.

CONCERNS




Close proximity to proposed Summer
Avenue site
Would require infrastructure improvements
to access the site
Potential for conflict with 4-wheel
drive/ATV riders

BENEFITS




Connectivity to proposed Wolf River Greenway
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Combination of Wolf River Conservancy, State &
County owned land
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SUMMER AVENUE (Potential Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The proposed access in this location would be off Summer Avenue on the southwestern side of the River. A
sewer easement exists along the River in this location and provides for good access from the field to the top
of the riverbank. Current access to the water is difficult with steep banks and no trail and would need to be
improved through the creation of steps. The proposed Wolf River Greenway will be constructed along this
existing easement road and the creation of a parking lot and an access could serve as a dual-purpose
trailhead for the Greenway and launch. Currently, the owner of the field adjacent to the MALCO drive-in
entrance is willing to donate the land to the Wolf River Conservancy to create an access point to the River.
There is no improved parking or security but the field has excellent visibility from Summer Avenue, which has a
high traffic count and is easily accessible from Interstate 40. The addition of a put-in/take-out at this location
allows the entire length of the Lucius E. Burch State Natural Area to be paddled from Germantown Parkway
to Summer Avenue, an approximate 6.0-mile float with a completely natural buffer. It is anticipated that this
site will be extremely viable as a major put-in location.

BENEFITS



CONCERNS



300’ portage of vessel from proposed
parking lot
Safety concerns expressed by some
paddlers







Connectivity to proposed Wolf River Greenway
Dual purpose as Greenway Trailhead and Canoe
Launch
Likely donation of land
Level land for parking and auxiliary structures
Excellent visibility from Summer Avenue
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Opens up a 6.0-mile section of river along Lucius
Burch State Natural Area to a wide skill range of
paddlers
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WALNUT GROVE ROAD (Existing Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
This existing access point is located off the southern side of Walnut Grove Road east of the River. The current
access is a graded gravel entry that can be navigated in a car. Plenty of gravel parking exists underneath
the Walnut Grove bridges. The existing access is a concrete ramp designed to launch a motorboat or a
johnboat on a trailer. The primary complaint about this ramp is that it suffers from constant siltation from the
flow of silt-laden stormwater flowing down the ramp and not in a designated ditch. This creates a slick,
muddy mess that can be difficult and dangerous to navigate while loading or unloading vessels on the ramp.
Stormwater routing and treatment should be examined as part of the renovation to this ramp. Currently, there
is no signage or security camera at the site. No complaints of vandalism were made on the survey forms, but
some illegal dumping has occurred underneath the bridges. This site sits along the Lucius E. Burch State Natural
Area and is along a very popular stretch of the urban Wolf River. Multiple trails originate from this parking
area that access Shelby Farms Park. The Wolf River Greenway lies on the opposite bank of the River. This site
can be the takeout point for a short float from Germantown Road (3.4 miles) or a starting point to Summer
Avenue (2.6 miles) and is a great halfway point for paddlers going all the way from Germantown Road to
Summer Avenue (6.0 miles). It is anticipated that
this location will be extremely viable if the
BENEFITS
existing put-in/take-out location is rehabilitated.


CONCERNS




Siltation of ramp
Log jam immediately downstream of
ramp
Lack of routine maintenance








Connectivity to Shelby Farms Park and Lucius
Burch Natural Area
Existing launch site; known location
Existing gravel parking
Decent visibility in a high traffic area
Allows for 2 short float trips or a halfway point
on a 6.0-mile trip from Germantown to Summer
Close proximity to Germantown, Cordova and
East Memphis residents
Volunteers willing to help with maintenance
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GERMANTOWN ROAD (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The boat launch access at this location would be located off Germantown Road immediately across from S.
Walnut Bend Road (at a signalized intersection). Currently, this road is paved and leads to the trailhead for
the Lucius Burch State Natural Area within Shelby Farms Park. The access to the put-in/take-out location splits
from this main road and runs along the High Voltage Transmission Line Easement. There is a small gravel
parking area at this split and the road then transitions to dirt and runs for another 300’ to a drop-off and turn
around. Some illegal dumping was noted at the end of the turn-around, but it appeared to be limited in
nature. The put-in point is actually on a tributary to the Wolf River, which is beneficial because it allows
paddlers to get in and out of their boats in slack water conditions. Current access from the drop-off point
down to the tributary is somewhat steep and slippery. The access road from the parking area to the drop-off
point needs to be graded and improved with gravel in order to facilitate access for cars. Also, the access
point itself will require some infrastructure improvements. One possible solution for this site is an anchored
floating dock with a gangway to the shore, which would allow for access in a variety of water levels. Being
situated in the tributary would help to keep the
floating dock somewhat protected from the main
BENEFITS
current of the Wolf River. This is a very popular
put-in/take-out site because of its close proximity
 Connectivity to Shelby Farms Park/Lucius Burch
to a number of neighborhoods and the ability to
Natural Area
float along a natural buffer of Shelby Farms
 Existing launch site with USGS stream gauge
Park. A USGS stream gauge station is located at
 Level land for parking and auxiliary structures
this site and provides useful data on the flow and
 Excellent visibility from Germantown Parkway
depth of the River.
 Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
 Allows for a float along Lucius Burch Natural
CONCERNS
Area/Shelby Farms Park for a wide skill range of
paddlers
 Existing access is steep and difficult
 Close proximity to Germantown, Cordova and
 Lack of routine maintenance
East Memphis residents
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HOUSTON LEVEE (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Improved access at this existing launch site would be located off the northeastern side of the Houston Levee
bridge. Currently, there is a dirt road on both the southern and northern side of the Houston Levee bridge that
provide access to the riverbank. However, the southern side is located on the outside of a meander bend with
higher shear stresses and velocities. Boat launches should not be located in these areas if possible because
they are constantly subjected to strong currents and erosional forces and create a dangerous situation for
boaters entering and exiting the water. The proposed Wolf River Greenway will be located on the southern
side of the River, but it is not prudent to place the launch there. The access road on the northern side is
currently a dirt and gravel road that is relatively steep with large potholes. Sufficient space for parking exists
at the top of the riverbank and underneath the bridge. Both the road and the parking would have to be
graded and improved with gravel or asphalt for automobiles. The path down to the River is steep but sandy,
which allows for decent footing. The physical location of the existing put-in/take-out is ideal because the main
current is on the opposite bank. One solution is to install a set of embedded stairs into the bank to allow for
an easier transition to the water’s edge. This site is very popular because of its close proximity to Cordova,
Germantown and Collierville. It also offers the ability to float along a natural buffer of 4.9 miles to
Germantown Parkway.

BENEFITS

CONCERNS



Existing road access is steep and
unimproved
Would require property acquisition or
access agreements








Existing launch site
Level land for parking and auxiliary structures
Excellent visibility from Houston Levee Road
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Nice float distance of 4.9 miles to Germantown
Pkwy; sandbars provide nice picnic/rest areas
Close proximity to Germantown, Cordova and
Collierville residents
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COLLERVILLE-ARLINGTON ROAD (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
This existing access point is located off the northwestern side of the Collierville-Arlington bridge. There is an
improved gravel road that leads to a parking lot for a trailhead to the adjacent Shelby County Wolf River
Environmental Restoration Greenway Trail System. The parking area is improved with gravel and can support
at least 20 vehicles. The put-in/take-out area is on the downstream side of an inside meander bend and is
perfectly situated for launching a vessel in the slower moving water. This is also a deposition area for the
River and has accumulated sand and silt for nice level access. Currently, there is no signage to identify the
trailhead or the put-in/take-out. The visibility from Collierville-Arlington Road is excellent. However, the
section of River downstream of this access point is extremely difficult and dangerous because of the riprap
weirs and large number of logjams. Until this has been remediated, this site should only be considered as a
take-out point for trips originating upstream. This is unfortunate, as this stretch from Collierville-Arlington to
Houston Levee is the closest section of un-channelized river to the Memphis Metropolitan area and has
gorgeous sand bars and wonderful meander
bends along a roughly 7.4-mile section.
BENEFITS




CONCERNS


Downstream section to Houston Levee is
dangerous due to rip-rap weirs and
logjams






Existing launch site
Connectivity to Shelby County Environmental
Restoration Greenway Trail
Improved level land for sufficient parking and
auxiliary structures
Excellent visibility from Collierville-Arlington Road
Would allow for a float along a 7.4 mile unchannelized section
Close proximity to Collierville, Germantown and
Cordova residents
Would require minimal upgrades
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PIPERTON, HWY 196 (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The existing access in this location is located off the western side of Highway 196, approximately 500’ south
of the Wolf River in Piperton, TN. The access is easy to miss because it is an unmarked dirt path off the side of
the Highway on a steep embankment. At this point, Highway 196 has little or no shoulder that makes turning
onto the access very difficult. The embankment is extremely steep and requires a high clearance or 4-wheel
drive vehicle. At the bottom of the embankment, the dirt road turns north and runs parallel with Highway 196
until it reaches the River. Currently, space for parking and turning around is extremely limited. The access
down to the water is very manageable in its current condition. In order to improve access to the River at this
point, a tremendous amount of work would need to be done in improving the slope and condition of the access
road and the ability to park and turn around. The section of the River from Piperton to Collierville-Arlington
Road is a great section that is in close proximity to Collierville and western Fayette County. The creation of
this site as a formal access point would allow for a 6.6 mile float from the Rossville access and a 3.8-mile
float to the Collierville-Arlington access.

BENEFITS
CONCERNS




Would require substantial infrastructure
improvements
Little to no shoulder on Highway 196
Steep embankments on Hwy 196






Would allow for a downstream float along a
3.8-mile un-channelized section to the existing
Collierville-Arlington access
Would allow for a float of 6.6 miles from
Rossville
Close proximity to Piperton and Collierville
residents
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ROSSVILLE, HWY 194 (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The existing access in this location is off the eastern side of Highway 194 just north of the Wolf River. It serves
a dual purpose as the trailhead for the William B. Clark Conservation Area and a TDEC boat launch. The
access is paved asphalt that transitions to gravel parking on a level surface. The existing boat launch is
concrete and is primarily designed for launching watercraft from a trailer. The parking lot is sufficient and is
highly visible from Highway 194, which has enough shoulder to allow proper ingress and egress. The site is
well marked with a sign for the William B. Clark Conservation Area. A USGS stream gauge station is located
here and provides useful data on the flow and depth of the River. Access to the water’s edge could be
improved for man-powered boats. An idea for improvement might be the installation of wide timber, concrete
or rock steps that would allow paddlers to access the entire length of their boat from the land. The site has
great connectivity to the William B. Clark Conservation Area and the downtown area of Rossville (only 2,600
feet to the north). The installation of a canoe rack and closet where paddlers could store and lock their gear
would allow paddlers to float to Rossville, take out, walk into town for lunch and then continue their trip
downstream.

BENEFITS





CONCERNS


Improvements could be made for
launching man-powered boats





Adjacent to William B Clark Conservation Area
Allows for a great downstream float along a
10.4-mile un-channelized section to the existing
Collierville-Arlington access
Allows for a float of 12.9 miles from an existing
access upstream in Moscow on Hwy. 194
Close proximity to Rossville and western Fayette
County residents
Existing improved access, parking and ramp
Existing USGS stream gauge
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MOSCOW, HWY 57 (Existing Site)

APPROXIMATE LOCATIONS

DESCRIPTION
There are existing accesses off the eastern side of the Wolf River on the northern and southern sides of
Highway 57. Both of the access points are unimproved, but are in close proximity to Highway 57. Parking is
currently accommodated through the parking lot on the northern side of Highway 57 on a private lot and
users must pay to park. The access point on the southern side of Highway 57 is very narrow and difficult for
vehicles to access, especially when approaching from the west. The access point on the northern side of
Highway 57 is the preferred access point because of its good visibility, available parking, and ease of grade
to the water’s edge. This access point would benefit from the creation of a dedicated path from the parking
lot to the River and appropriate identification signage Re-opening the Lost Swamp Trail has turned this into a
highly utilized access point. A USGS stream gauge station is located at this site and provides useful data on
the flow and depth of the River. The site has great connectivity to the town of Moscow, since it is located on
the edge of town. The installation of a canoe rack and closet where paddlers could store and lock their gear
would allow for paddlers to float to Moscow, take out, walk into town for lunch and then continue their trip
downstream.

BENEFITS




CONCERNS



Improvement could be made for launching
man-powered boats
Would require property acquisition or
access agreements






Allows for a great downstream float along a
12.9 mile natural section of the river to existing
Rossville access
Allows for a float of 5.9 miles along the Lost
Swamp section from an existing access upstream
on Bateman Road
Connection to river for Moscow residents
Existing improved private parking
Ease of slope to riverbank
High visibility from Highway 57
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BATEMAN ROAD (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
This existing access point is off the eastern side of Bateman Road just north of the Wolf River. It has an
improved gravel road and parking and a TDEC boat launch. The existing boat launch is concrete and is
primarily designed for launching watercraft from a trailer and could be improved for launching manpowered boats. The slope down to the water is gradual and a wide timber frame staircase with adjacent
ADA accessibility might be a good option for this site. This access point is one of the busiest on the River
because it serves as a take-out for the Ghost River trip and a put-in for the Lost Swamp Trail, both of which
are extremely popular. These sections of the River are extremely beautiful and many paddlers drive over an
hour for the opportunity to paddle them. As a result, the parking lot can very easily be overloaded and
vehicles are often parked in the adjacent farmer’s field. This parking area should be expanded to better
accommodate the demand from paddlers. The site has great connectivity to the surrounding lands owned or
protected by The Wolf River Conservancy and
TDEC.

BENEFITS





CONCERNS


Parking is not sufficient to meet demand





Adjacent to protected lands
Allows for a great downstream float along 5.9
miles of the Lost Swamp section of the River to an
existing access in Moscow on Hwy 57
Allows for a float of 8.5 miles along the Ghost
River section from an existing access in LaGrange
on Yager Road
Connectivity for LaGrange and eastern Fayette
County residents
Existing improved access, parking and ramp
Extremely popular sections of the River
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LaGRANGE (Existing Site)
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
This existing access point is off the western side of Yager Road, just north of the Wolf River. It serves as the
furthest upstream location in Tennessee, and as far upstream as most paddlers have gone. The access is
gravel with a gravel parking area on a level surface. This access point serves as the put-in for the extremely
popular and beautiful Ghost River section, which is a regional draw. Parking is limited and can become an
issue as many paddlers participate in floats on this section. The site has good connectivity with land that is
owned and protected by the Wolf River Conservancy and/or TDEC. A USGS stream gauge station is located
at this site and provides useful data on the flow and depth of the River. Existing conditions are not difficult,
but could be improved to enhance the experience for paddlers. The slope down to the water is gradual and a
wide timber frame staircase with adjacent ADA accessibility might be a good option for this site.

BENEFITS





CONCERNS


Parking pressure resulting from popularity
of Ghost River float




Adjacent to protected lands
Allows for a great downstream float of 8.5 miles
along the Ghost River section of the river to the
existing Bateman Road access
Connection to river for LaGrange and eastern
Fayette County residents as well as paddlers
from across the region
Existing access and parking
Existing USGS stream gauge
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MICHIGAN CITY, MS
APPROXIMATE LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
The existing access in this location is located off of the western side of Mississippi Highway 7 on Indian Creek,
a tributary to the Wolf River. Indian Creek is located just north of the Wolf River and this access point allows
for a much easier put-in and an easier float to the Wolf River, which is located approximately 1,500 feet
downstream. The easiest access to Indian Creek is from the south on the western side of MS Highway 7. There
is an existing turn-in from Highway 7 adjacent to a historical marker with room to park vehicles and turn
around. M7 is a narrow road with few opportunities to turn around if the site is missed. For this reason, we
suggest signage a good distance ahead of the turn-in. The portage down to the water is less than 150’ and
the grade is manageable with nice sandy banks for good footing. Access to the water’s edge could be
improved for man-powered boats through the installation of a set of timber stairs or grading the sandy
banks. The site has excellent visibility from Highway 7 and the parking area can be viewed by any passing
motorists. The benefits and concerns for this site are listed below.

BENEFITS





CONCERNS


Improvement could be made for launching
man-powered boats.





Adjacent to William B Clark Conservation area.
Allows for a great downstream float along a
10.4 mile un-channelized section of the river to
existing Collierville-Arlington access.
Allows for a float of 12.9 miles from an existing
access in Moscow on Hwy. 194.
Connection to river for Rossville and western
Fayette County residents.
Existing improved access, parking and ramp.
Existing USGS stream gauge.
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S U M M A RY O F S I T E S
After review of the existing and proposed sites and the criteria it was determined that the following sites
should be placed in priority over the remaining sites for further development into more functional boat launch
sites. A priority was given to these sites based on existing conditions, surrounding land use, ease and ability to
develop safe and secure access in a cost effective manner, expected usage, demand from survey
participants, spacing along the river and proximity to other green infrastructure.








Mud Island (River Mile 0.0)
Midtown / Frayser Site (One of the following to be determined.)
o N. McLean Boulevard (River Mile 4.4)
o N. Hollywood Street (River Mile 5.6)
o N. Highland Street (River Mile 7.6)
Summer Avenue (River Mile 13.5)
Walnut Grove Avenue (River Mile 16.1)
Germantown Road (River Mile 19.5)
Houston – Levee (River Mile 24.4)

This is not to say that the other sites will be dropped from any future plans, but this study recommends
pursuing these six sites first in order to help facilitate access to the Wolf River for residents in Fayette and
Shelby County and surrounding area. It is anticipated that the development of these sites will aid in the
increase of non-motorized boaters on the Wolf River.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PROPOSED DESIGN ELEMENTS FOR LAUNCH
L O C AT I O N S
In the development of any type of trail system, whether it is water or land based, a certain degree of
commonality should exist along the route. This enables users to not only find their way and clearly identify
elements of the trail system, but affords users a level of comfort that certain design elements exist at all
designated access points. These design elements may include signage, improved access roads and parking,
improved put-in / take-out points at the river’s edge, boat storage racks, anchoring points for boats, canoe
slides and handrails along stairs, ADA accessibility, benches or tables and so on. As stated earlier, each site is
unique, however, it is important that all launches retain a degree of commonality so that users do not put-in on
an easily accessible launch and then are forced to take-out on a steep, slippery launch only accessible by a
four-wheel drive vehicle. As stated earlier, participants from the public involvement meetings were asked to
choose three different amenities from a total of eleven choices. The following table shows the outcome of the
voting from the public involvement meetings.

Amenity

Total Votes

Parking
Trails
Waste / Recycling Receptacles
Restrooms
ADA Accessibility
Fishing Access
Stormwater Treatment
Security Station
Pavilions
Benches
Picnic Tables

59
56
43
26
23
18
14
11
7
8
5

The top five choices of parking, trails, waste / recycling receptacles, restrooms and ADA accessibility received
approximately 77% of the votes. During the assessment of the launch sites the incorporation and the potential
placement and availability of these amenities was given careful consideration. Location and design of safe
and successful launch sites should take into account public opinion as well as consider the following issues.
A

Accessible
B

Best-Suited
C

Cost-effective
D

Durable
E

Environmentally-friendly

(U.S. Park Service, Logical Lasting Launches, 2004)

All paddlers desire a smooth and easy transition from the parking area to the shore and into the water
without capsizing their vessel. In order to design a launch that is accessible, certain criteria should be utilized.
Slopes down to the launch should be kept below 15% in order to allow for an easy transition. ADA guidelines
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require that slopes not exceed 8.33% whenever possible. In many places on the urban Wolf River, this may
be difficult to achieve without long walkways and switchbacks, as much of the River has been channelized and
the slopes of the bank can be extremely steep. Support in the form of handrails should always be considered
as paddlers are usually carrying gear in one hand and may need additional help balancing their weight. If
constructed properly, a canoe slide can potentially double as a handrail. There are two main requirements in
order for paddlers to achieve a smooth launch: a firm surface to support a paddler’s weight and ample space
to accommodate the length of the boat parallel to the launch. Launches containing a dock or a pier should be
designed so that the transition from the dock to the seat of the boat is no more than 9” to 18”. Launches
should also allow paddlers to access the entire length of their boat, not just one end. Other amenities such as
canoe racks, boat cleats, embedded D-rings and so on can make a launch site extremely user friendly and
should be incorporated whenever possible. The location of a launch should be in an area of the river that is
not subject to excessive flows or show signs of erosion. A preferable section of the river is the inside of a
meander bend where slower moving water exists.
Careful examination should be conducted of every launch site and the surrounding area and river conditions
in order to determine a launch that is best-suited for the site. Each site presents its own set of obstacles in the
form of access, bank conditions, river currents and surrounding property use and designing a launch should
take all of these elements into consideration. The Wolf River runs through 2 states, 3 counties, and multiple
municipalities and through protected State lands as well as non-profit and private lands and is considered a
jurisdictional waterway by TDEC, the EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Each one of these entities
may have applicable regulations and or guidelines related to the placement and design of launches, access
roads and auxiliary facilities. This is important to remember as these guidelines may dictate the design and
location of a particular type of launch. The flow and fluctuating water levels of a river also play a role in the
type of launch best-suited for a water body. Due to the drastically fluctuating water levels of the Wolf River
in Shelby County docks in this section of the river should be designed to be floating, however due to
tremendous flows that can occur on the Wolf River, a floating dock should not be considered unless it can be
protected or anchored from trees and logs floating down the river. Launches should be best-suited to the
existing environment and should not cause damage to riparian habitat during its construction and should not
cause long-term environmental impacts from its usage or the launch itself. An example of a long-term impact
could include downstream scouring of the bank due to an improperly placed launch. Also launches should be
sized appropriately for their usage demand and not overbuilt thereby causing excessive destruction of
habitat.
A majority of the potential launch sites are situated near current road crossings with the Wolf River, which
enables the development of sites in a more cost-effective manner. The expenditure of capital can be focused
on the launch site itself and less on the development of long access roads to a remote launch site. Many of
these road crossings have become somewhat of a natural site as paddlers have utilized the space underneath
the bridges for parking and have developed trails down to the most accessible section of the river. Minimal
construction can help to keep costs low but sites should be designed to be durable for the paddlers that use
them as well as for the river that will potentially flood them. The use of durable materials should be balanced
with the use of minimal construction efforts and each site should be viewed independently. For example, it
may be acceptable for the parking lot at the Bateman Road access to be gravel but not acceptable for the
parking lot at Mud Island to be gravel. This is determined by the frequency of use and by the differences in
flow and flooding at the two sites. It is important that launches and their auxiliary amenities do not require
continual maintenance and are built for a long lifespan.
Maintaining and improving the health of the watershed should be a forethought in the design of new launch
sites. The use of environmentally friendly materials and of low-impact design should always be considered in
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order to treat stormwater runoff, prevent degradation of water-quality and lessen the impact on the
surrounding environment. TDEC, the EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers may all potentially require a
permit for construction activities new launches and the rehabilitation of existing ones and will also require
stormwater treatment controls and endangered and threatened species surveys to be performed. The use of
bioengineering methods should be examined to facilitate stream bank stabilization and buffer reforestation
where applicable. Examples of launches that have utilized this A, B, C, D, E method of Accessibility, BestSuited, Cost-effective, Durable and Environmentally Friendly are shown below.

DESIGN ELEMENTS FOR LAUNCHES

WIDE TIMBER & GRAVEL STAIRCASE

TIMBER & MULCH STAIRCASE

ADA ACCESSIBLE FLOATING LAUNCH

ROCK STAIRCASE

WOODEN CANOE SLIDE

ACCESSIBLE LAUNCH W/ HANDRAILS
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CONCEPTUAL PLAN FOR OVERALL TRAIL SYSTEM
The conceptual plan for the trail system aims to provide a comprehensive package of information related to
the accessing and paddling the Wolf River along with information related to put-in/take-out locations,
signage, available amenities, access to knowledge of water depth and flow along with generic information
related to boating safety. The conceptual plan for the overall trail system is the culmination of years of work
of members of the community, the Bluff City Canoe Club, TDEC, Fayette and Shelby County Governments, the
communities of LaGrange, Moscow, Rossville, Piperton, Collierville, Germantown, the City of Memphis and
multiple local, state and federal agencies and organizations.
A crucial part of the conceptual plan for the overall trail system is the development of a map of the entire
system. At a minimum, this map should depict the existing, proposed and potential put-in/take-out locations.
As a component of this map, each existing put-in/take-out location should have graphic symbols representing
the amenities available. A matrix showing river mile and distance upstream and downstream to the next
available put-in/take-out site should also be included. Users should be able to quickly identify common known
features such as roadways and or parks and be able to easily plan a trip on the River. The conceptual map
for the overall trail system is shown below.

Along with the development of an overall map of the trail system is the development of trailhead or access
point signage. These signs should be visible from the roadway and have the name of the access point,
information related to its distance from upstream and downstream access points, any adjoining trails,
community information and a close-up map of the specific area around the access point. These signs allow for
easy identification of the access point from the roadway for paddlers unfamiliar with the area.
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Each access point should also have signage pertaining to safety and security. Most of this information will
likey be generic, but there may be certain access points that require specific information, such as the ability to
float the section, the ability to access land along the float due to private ownership, directions through a
section, the depth and flow of the river and so on.
As important as it is for signage to be visible from land, it is equally important for signage to be visible to
users on the water. These signs help users gauge their location within the system. These signs should include the
name of the access point and the name and distance of the next downstream access point. Examples of these
signs are shown below.

T R A I L H E A D AC C E S S P O I N T S I G N AG E
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SAFETY & SECURITY SIGNAGE

RIVER SIGNAGE
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CONCEPTUAL PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL SITES
As a part of this study, conceptual plans were generated for three specific launch sites. The launch sites were
chosen by assessing a number of different factors that we have mentioned throughout this study, ranging from
physical parameters, public demand, availability of land, connectivity to neighborhoods and other green
infrastructure and constructability. The sites that were chosen for further development of a conceptual plan
are the following




SUMMER AVENUE (River Mile 13.5)
WALNUT GROVE ROAD (River Mile 16.1)
GERMANTOWN ROAD (River Mile 19.5)

These sites ranked high on public demand and allow a great opportunity for paddling of the Wolf River
alongside Shelby Farms Park and the Lucius Burch Natural Area. Two of these site are existing access points to
the river and have a currently have a majority of the infrastructure crucial to building a launch site. These
conceptual plans are meant to help envision potential solutions at a specific location and are not considered
final. Further survey, development of programmatic elements, architectural and engineering design, permitting
and fund-raising will be needed before construction could occur at any of these sites.
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SUMMER AVENUE
EXISTING CONDITIONS

BANK SLOPE

EASEMENT ALONG RIVER

POTENTIAL PARKING AREA

AERIAL VIEW OF SITE

REVIEW OF CONCERNS & BENEFITS

BENEFITS



CONCERNS


300’ portage of vessel from proposed
parking lot







Connectivity to proposed Wolf River Greenway
Would serve dual purpose as Greenway
Trailhead and Canoe Launch
Donation of land is likely
Level land for parking and auxiliary structures
Excellent visibility from Summer Avenue
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking
Opens up an additional section of river along
Lucius Burch Natural Area/Shelby Farms Park
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS PLAN VIEW
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1. PARKING AREA
 Visible from Summer Avenue
 8 – 10 Vehicle Spots; 2 Vehicle w/ Trailer Spots
 Stormwater Treatment (bioswale, wetland, rain-garden)
 Improved (asphalt or gravel) with sidewalks
 Trailhead way-finding signage
 Safety & Security Signage
2. ACCESS TRAIL
 Designated asphalt or gravel path to riverbank
 Provide access to proposed Wolf River Greenway
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3. LAUNCH IMPROVEMENTS
 Wide concrete or stone steps to launch
 Flat loading area enabling access to the length of the vessel
 Picnic Tables
 ADA Accessibility
 Way-finding river signage
 Waste / Recycling receptacles
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS SECTION VIEW
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS PERSPECTIVE
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WALNUT GROVE ROAD
EXISTING CONDITIONS

ACCESS ROAD

PARKING AREA

BOAT LAUNCH

AERIAL VIEW OF SITE

REVIEW OF CONCERNS & BENEFITS

BENEFITS


CONCERNS



Siltation of ramp.
Log jam immediately downstream of
ramp.







Connectivity to Shelby Farms Park / Lucius Burch
Natural Area.
Existing improved launch site.
Existing gravel parking.
Decent visibility in a high traffic area.
Allows for 2 short float trips or a halfway point
on a 6.0 mile trip.
Connection to river for Germantown, Cordova
and East Memphis residents.
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS PLAN VIEW
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1. ACCESS ROAD
 Re-grade road
 Trailhead way-finding signage
2. PARKING AREA
 Maintain vegetation to increase visibility
 Re-grade as needed
 Stormwater Treatment (bioswale, wetland, rain-garden)
 Way-finding signage (Canoe Trail, Shelby Farms Trails)
 Safety & Security Signage
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3. LAUNCH IMPROVEMENTS
 Wide concrete or stone steps to launch
 Flat loading area enabling access to the length of the vessel
 Way-finding river signage
 Canoe Rack
 Canoe Slide
 Re-grading of area to direct stormwater away from launch
 Waste / Recycling receptacles
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS SECTION VIEW
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GERMANTOWN ROAD
EXISTING CONDITIONS

PARKING AREA

ACCESS ROAD

PUT-IN / TAKE-OUT

AERIAL VIEW OF SITE
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REVIEW OF CONCERNS & BENEFITS

BENEFITS







CONCERNS


Existing access is steep and difficult.



Connectivity to Shelby Farms Park / Lucius Burch
Natural Area.
Existing launch site.
Level land for parking and auxiliary structures.
Excellent visibility from Germantown Road.
Ability to accommodate sufficient parking.
Allows for a float along Lucius Burch Natural
Area / Shelby Farms Park to a wide skill range
of paddlers.
Close proximity to river for Germantown,
Cordova and East Memphis residents.
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS PLAN VIEW
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1. PARKING AREA
 Formally delineate parking area
 Re-grade and install gravel
 Trailhead way-finding signage (Canoe Trail, Shelby Farms Trails)
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2. DROP-OFF ROAD
 Re-grade road and install gravel
 Create formal turn-around
 Install stormwater treatment (bioswale)
 Safety and Security Signage
 Canoe rack
 Waste / Recycling receptacles
3. LAUNCH IMPROVEMENTS
 ADA Accessible gangway with handrails
 Floating dock with wide access to length of boats
 Way-finding river signage
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS SECTION VIEW
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APPENDIX A
MAP COMMENTS FROM INITIAL PUBLIC MEETING
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APPENDIX B
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION SURVEY
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findley.frazer@gmail.com

Summary
[Image]

Wolf River Paddling
What type of paddling do you participate in?
Canoeing

119

63%

Kayaking

149

78%

Paddle Boarding

3

2%

Group Rafting

14

7%

Other

16

8%

Would you describe yourself as a(n):
Advanced Paddler

64

34%

105

55%

Novice Paddler

17

9%

No Experience

4

2%

Recreational Paddler

When you go paddling do you:
Use your own equipment
Rent equipment
Other

161

85%

23

12%

4

2%

With whom do you typically paddle?
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By myself

31

16%

My friends

132

69%

My spouse

56

29%

My family

75

39%

My paddle club

37

19%

Other organized groups

48

25%

An outfitter/guide

12

6%

Business colleagues

5

3%

My grandchildren

3

2%

How often do you paddle?
Every week

20

11%

Every 2 weeks

26

14%

Once per month

69

36%

Once per year

29

15%

Other

43

23%

How long is your typical paddling trip including travel time?
1-3 hours

46

24%

3-6 hours

104

55%

28

15%

1-2 days

7

4%

More than 2 days

4

2%

1 day

On your last paddling trip, how far did you drive from your home to the put in point?
30 minutes

60

32%

1 hour

64

34%

1.5 hours

18

9%

2 hours

11

6%

3 hours

13

7%

4 or more hours

18

9%

1

1%

Did not drive

Wolf River Facilities
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What additional facilities/improvements, if any, would you like to see incorporated within access
points?

Parking

126

66%

Restrooms

66

35%

ADA Accessibility

14

7%

Security Station

26

14%

Pavilions

10

5%

Picnic Tables and/or Benches

13

7%

8

4%

Waste/Trash/Recycling Receptacles

86

45%

Fishing Access

33

17%

Stormwater Treatment

13

7%

Trails

44

23%

3

2%

Nothing/leave as natural as possible

23

12%

Other

52

27%

Drag mats for boats

Boat wash station

How many parking spaces should the access points accomodate?
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25 or less

154

81%

26-50

29

15%

51-75

1

1%

76-100

0

0%

100 or more

1

1%

Wolf River Sections
Which sections of the Wolf River have you or family members paddled?
Fayette County only

43

23%

Shelby County only

28

15%

102

54%

Both Counties
Not sure what section it was
I have not paddled the Wolf River

4

2%

23

12%

If you selected Fayette County, which sections of the Wolf River have you or family members
paddled?

Michigan City to LaGrange

38

20%

122

64%

Bateman Bridge to Moscow

88

46%

Rossville to Collierville-Arlington Road

47

25%

Other

13

7%

Ghost River Section- LaGrange to Bateman Bridge

If you selected Shelby County, which sections of the Wolf River have you or family members
paddled?
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Germantown Road to Walnut Grove

98

52%

Houston Levee to Walnut Grove

74

39%

Germantown Road to Mud Island

4

2%

Houston Levee to Mud Island

4

2%

Walnut Grove to Mud Island

9

5%

28

15%

Other

If you selected “I have not paddled the Wolf River,” what are the reasons?
Lack of experience

9

5%

Don’t know where to paddle

14

7%

Access too difficult or unsafe

12

6%

Don’t own equipment

5

3%

Don’t want to paddle alone

3

2%

Other

6

3%

Demographics
Please enter your home zip code:
38057
38132
38133
38053
38134
38135
20910
38138
38139
38066
38632
38061
38060
38111
38112
38668
38259
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38119
38116
38117
38125
38654
38122
38655
38120
38128
38651
38127
54665
38184
38018
38016
38017
38301
38103
420.1
38107
38104
38108
38002
38004
72401

Gender:
Male
Female

143

75%

41

22%

Age:
1

1%

21-30

Under 20

22

12%

31-40

30

16%

41-50

56

29%

51-60

41

22%

61-70

25

13%

Over 70

11

6%
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Number of people in your household?
Two
3
2
1
7
6
5
4
one

Ages of people in your household?
8, 40 57
3, 6, 26, 32
83,55,55,27,25,21
52,48,14,12
23,3,1
37,36,18
27, 26
45,16,14,11
51, 51,24
50,17,12
25, 25
43,42,11
37
50,21,13,10
25, 24
1,4,33,37
57,50,27,25,21
51, 50
53,40, 13, 8
45, 45, 17, 15, 13
29, 26
54,64
12,15,45
50, 57
48,45,16,14
22
62,45,4
24
29,67,60
52, 54
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33,33,3
26
34, 30
42,40,15,12,8
49,47,19,15,12
49, 38, 12
60to70
57, 55, 18
52, 52
42,45
7,11,42,41
43, 44, 17, 16, 13, 11
50, 51
29,28
46, 45, 24
44, 42, 13, 2
44, 49
56 & 78
51, 49, 18, 16, 12
57, 50
over 40
35, 36, 3, 3 months
50,56,25
10, 22, 24, 34, 54, 78
46, 46, 16, 15, 12, 10
44, 44
56, 13
49, 50, 18, 15, 12
34, 32, 3
50, 39, 10
34,35
50, 50, 22, 18, 17
71, 68
32,31
35, 35, 15
51-60
42,39,2
40,39,10,8,1.5
66,24
47,41,13,14
58,64
55, 50, 25, 23
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51, 46, 10
over 50
65,65
35, 36, 2, 0 (baby)
38,35
57,55
43, 44
45, 45, 25, 16, 15
15, 13
45,7,9
46,42,19
60, 58, 25, 14, 8
37 56 8
86, 58
51, 50, 16, 12
44, 40, 17
72, 70, 40, 12, 6
56, 53, 28, 22, 19
45, 45, 13, 10, 7
47,46,20,17
46, 40, 14, 11, 8, 9
58, 91
newborns (twins),6,14,30,35
34, 34, 10, 7, 4
66
69
44,36
43, 32
69, 69
over 70
70,70
70, 68
20, 20
77,76
71
69, 60, 18
59
45, 43, 17, 13, 6
22,27
18,36,38
55
40, 39, 9, 8
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74,79
3, 6, 35, 36
65
28, 29
36, 35
63
12, 18, 43
61
55, 53
30,24
50,50,16,12
63,64
63, 62
45, 45, 21, 18
46
51,60
91, 58
73, 64
26,26
56, 50, 24
46,41,14,13
53,44,4
51, 29, 15,13
Both over 70
47,46,16
64,61
50, 50, 15, 16
44,42,13,2
37, 29
46,37,17,10,9,7
62,67
47,45,16,14
52
63, 67
54
17,12
50

Are you a member of the Wolf River Conservancy?
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Yes

89

47%

No

94

49%

If yes, have you participated in the monthly canoe trips for members?
Yes

63

33%

No

56

29%

Are you a member of the Bluff City Canoe Club?
Yes

34

18%

No

147

77%

Are you a member of another Canoe Club?
No, but I follow Arkanasas caone clu
no
Arkwings
Arkansas Canoe Club
Memphis Whitewater
ACC, TSRA
Yes…Driftless Paddlers
Boy Scouts of America
No
Mid-South Area Canoe Kayak Stand-up (MACKS)
yes, 2 others
Arkansas Canoe Club, Bay Area Sea Kayakers, Memphis Whitewater
Mid-South Area Canoe Kayak Stand-ups (MACKS)
with my church
Yes
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Comments
Please provide any comments that might not have been addressed in the previous questions?
Shelby County sections need the most work. From Walnut Grove to the Mississippi River, the river is haggard,
covered with trash and downed trees. Access points are covered in mud and some require long portages. Fayette
County sections are in great condition. I love the natural feel, although access points are very primitive.
Although I paddle, I also see the need for boat ramp access to the Wolf for john boats and other small trailered
boats. I have a Gheenoe on a trailer and would love to have easier access to the Wolf River.
More bikes, fewer cars
Clean up Kennedy Park!
access at germantown road is the only one I have had trouble with . not real trouble just hard to get boat down to
river with one person and that is a real nice little stretch . and short enough for a little afternoon jaunt . usually I just
put in at walnut grove paddle up and then float down . walnut grove is a mess sometimes muddy but what can you
do / it is a living thing the river and it has it's ups and downs .
Thank you!
What would it take to make the C/A Road to Houston Levee section more accessible? Wildlife is abundant in this
section, unfortunately downed trees in the first two miles are dangerous.At 7-8 feet is a great float, but at that level all
sand bars are underwater. These sand bars are great picnic stops. The rip rap weirs can only be floated over safely
at 6-8 feet on the old gauge at C/A Road bridge, so is there any way to make an access point west of the last weir? .
Would be great to have easier access at Houston-Levee, Germantown Roads. Perhaps river access west of the last
weir. in Collierville
My friends and I use the wolf river for fishing and hunting from our Kayak. We appreciate the work that the WRC has
done in keeping the wolf river natural. It is our home that any access improvements that are made do not detract
from the natural beauty of the river. This river needs NO enhancement!
You didn't ask where I would LIKE to paddle. You should add a question asking people which sections of the Wolf
they would like to access in the future. I would like paddle the more urban section--from Walnut Grove to the west.
Good luck!
General River Access was missing as a choice in the dot exercise at the Kickoff meeting.
Thanks!
If access was better I would paddle more, and I am sure more folks would be on the area rivers.
Great job!
Would like to see additional access locations with little development (unless they are part of a park facility) that are
convenient to navigable sections of river. All that is needed is a reasonable grade stone path to the water.
I am very interested in kayaking!
Definitely need accessible put-in/take-out at Germantown Parkway, Houston Levee, and Walnut Grove locations.
Other than amenities. The biggest thing e need is a well constructed slip for in and out. Currently we are at the mercy
of what mother nature has left after weathering.
A ramp and access channel needs to be installed at the Moscow put in point. The current ad hoc situation there is
failing. A ramp needs to be installed at the Piperton access point immediately.
I suggest making usuable access points (for canoeing) at Germantown Road and Houston Levee Road a priority as
these have the most potential for use by the largest number of people. The next priority should be Moscow, as ever
since the river shifted course several years ago, there is not good access there. Rossville, Bateman Road and
LaGrange all have very good access points. thanks, this is a very worthwhile project.
Several paddlers taking the survey, and attending the Access Meeting are concerned there was no option for placing
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priority on better access/ ramps. Ramps/ Improved/ and Maintained Access - is more important than restrooms,
paved parking or any improvements listed on wall "dot" placement or in this survey. This needs to be clarified ASAP
Please
Need better access at Germantown and Houston Levee,
I would like to have access to the Spirit Lake section of the Ghost River.
It would be great to begin bi-monthly trash pickups with members and volunteers of the WRC and invite members of
the geocaching(?) community.
It would be nice to create sheltered access to the waters without being in the main river current immediately.
Germantown Pkwy, for instance has a nice drainage-way that flows into a creek before the river and (at least in the
high-water of the past week) provided a very safe put-in and take-out to my last trip.
I would love to see better access to the Wolf, especially In Shelby County.
Kill the beavers
Even simple, safe access is better than none. Gravel & wooden boat slide would be better than what we have now.
Coordinate improvements with the City of Memphis' Wolf River Greenway Plan as well as those of other
municipalities. When possible, ensure pedestrian and bicycle access to river access points.
There needs to be better ways to launch and unload. More security and or police patrols.
Schedule outings other than on the sabbath
I am a mountain biker who almost kayaks.
There needs to be more access points especially between Walnut Grove and Mud Island
I hope the improved access will make the river more welcoming to less experienced paddlers. Everyone should be
able to enjoy the Wolf River, not just advanced/experienced paddlers.
The WRC should work with TWRA to provide the land and an access point at Hwy 196 and the Wolf River. This is the
"Piperton" access point. The WRC should work to provide a good access point at Moscow TN. The River has shifted
and a new access point is needed very badly. The WRC should provide a public access at the Bateman Bridge
access point. This boat launch is still on private property.
I would really like to see better boat access around Germantown Parkway. Getting in and out is difficult and
dangerous. I've been kayaking from Houston Levee to Walnut Grove for over 6 years. I love it, but I would like to see
others enjoy it, too.
We took an eco-trip with Keith Kirkland and really enjoyed it. Hope to be doing more paddling soon. Thanks Keith!
I kayak primarily on the Mississippi, Obion, and Forked Deer and anywhere I travel as I carry my kayak and bicycle
along. I am commenting to let you know about our solution to the problem of exiting the Forked Deer in downtown
Dyersburg. I have found the entry and exit point on the upper Wolf to be fine although parking and restrooms may be
a problem as traffic increases. In Shelby Co. I would assume high muddy banks become a problem that the typical
recreational paddler will not tolerate and this will limit access all the way to the Mississippi. This was the problem in
Dyersburg and the solution is a floating kayak port and canoe dock with a 35 ft. ramp that allows the port to function
through a 25 ft. water level fluction between annual low water and the two 100 year floods we've had in the past
three years. The dock allows paddlers to exit the river clean, safe and easily. The first requirement for such access is
a slack water area (no more than 60' off the channel), and $15k to $18k is the other, but it works beautifully. Our
entry points are TWRA paved ramps 9, 14, and 18 miles upstream. Downstream of the port is a 26 mile trip to the Ed
Jones boat ramp on the Mississippi River. We're working on that! If our solution to the high bank and extreme water
level changes is of interest to someone, come on up for a look or a paddle. Jim Stark, 731-589-1776 ,
As far as the boat launches are concerned I would like to see more concrete boat launches that will curtail the
excessive mud. You can sink knee deep into the mud sometimes.
Maintenance of access points is also critical. This year a friend and I took our kayaks to the boat ramp at Walnut
Grove to paddle, but we were unable to put in, due to mud that was at least knee deep covering the ramp. So we left
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to look for a put-in at Germantown Rd. that we had heard about, but we were either unable to find it or found it
overgrown.
need an improved and more visible put in at Germantown Pkwy
Bottom 3 miles above the confluence with the Mississippi River need better access. The access at the mouth of the
Wolf is in terrible shape and should be improved. I suggest using some of the bank just above this access, including
the power line easement, in creating a better access.
I enjoy the Buffalo River in Arkansas. The Wolf River seems too dangerous for me.
I have raised 5 kids in Collierville. The boys have never been willing to paddle the Collierville portion, Collierville
Arlington bridge to Houston Levee Bridge due to trash and sign on river warning of sewage. If the Wolf River was
dredged out/cleaned up in that section, the families here would fill that river with paddlers all summer long. What a
great , wholesome activity is here for us just waiting to be developed. This would increase the prestige of this
community as well.
Great to have this study and to plan for improvement!
There is a dire need for better river access. Especially in Shelby Co. The present ramp at Walnut Grove is unusable
most of the year due to large amounts of mud that collects at the bottom near the waters edge.
Graded access to the river is a must in Shelby County, the banks are just too steep. Dyersburg has a great access
point on the Forked Deer River near their farmers market that should be a model for the urban wolf
Id love to be able to paddle more but access is overwhelming. Wish there was a dock of sorts.
Looking forward to better launch sites!
For boat ramps, priority should go to 1) Moscow, 2) Shelby Farms and 3) somewhere halfway from Shelby Farms to
downtown
Access is very important to draw more paddlers to the area, however I believe it is imperative that with the increase
in paddling activity, the pristineness of the river cannot be harmed.
Please develop clear and concise plans that can be used for future projects. The concept is over 75% of the task.
Arkwings is a partner organization with WRC-- is very interested in the urban Wolf River for youth development
activities.
Germantown Road need access badly. Very dangerous to get in or out. Houston Levee also needs better access. We
have had paddlers fall in here due to the large rocks. Walnut Grove has the ramp but it needs to be extended out to
normal water line. We love the river and have had hours of fun paddling. I know other would enjoy it too, if safer
access was available. Thanks for the great work the WRC does.
good access in Shelby County is much needed
I think a distinction should be made between urban and rural access points. Access on the Germantown Rd. to
Walnut Grove Rd. section, for example, will need to accomodate many more people on a given day than will the
Fayette Co. access points. In those areas, to include huge parking lots and fancy facilities would detract from the
wilderness adventure experience for many of us. But there is terrible problem in Fayette Co. with litter and dumping
at the access points, and people relieving themselves under the bridge and close to the river - two water quality
problems which need to be addressed responsibly. To outdoor enthusiasts, crapping in the woods in part of the
adventure - but they need to own up to its environmental impact. For the G'town-WG section, which promises to be a
very well-travelled section inviting even to families with young children, decent restrooms, picnic tables, adequate
parking should be available. Boat access needs to be especially safe (and ADA compliant) on the urban sections so
that even beginners, the very old and very young, and the obese can enter and exit the river.
Would like to see increased boat rental opportunities on the river inside Shelby County.
Thank you for your work. The Wolf River is a treasure that more people should be able to enjoy.
Thanks for helping us accomplish this.
Tributary road crossings may prove viable access points if water levels are high enough year round.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1N02ItXSWxmumlB7tEoEXlw9zCtM...

I have never had a problem with my vehicle but most access points have remote parking areas and I always worry
about my truck getting broken in to or stolen.
Consider Lovitt Woods
Provide GPS files that can be downloaded onto GPS units on the WRC website to show routes in swamp section
and private properties to be aware of.
Keep it simple. A few parking spaces, gravel access, reasonable path to water, 2 slips per access for
loading/unloading which float with river level. Add access between Walnut Grove and Miss. River. To start. Should be
able to make good access point for $50k each.
Just want easier access to get in the river and to sit and enjoy the river. Market the river so people know it is not a
dump.
The wolf has so much potential-- I would like to see a play park /standing wave at the Bridge in Collierville, or maybe
across from the Park walkway in Collierville. Kayakers would come from all over to play. several cities have built
these and draw folks from several states each week just to play.
Look at I-40 Exit 6-- Warford Street
newspaper wrappers appear to be the #1 source of visable pollution on the sections in Shelby Co. listed in this
survey. It would be great to see if the WRC could initiate a dialog with the newspaper providers to see if a better
alternative bio-degradable wrapper could be developed for their papers OR work with local municipalities to assess a
fee on those newspaper providers to offset quarterly cleanup of their wrappers.

Number of daily responses
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